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Why is security so important?
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At Cashloop we take application security very, very seriously. Cashloop application 
security protocol (CASP) is the process of making our app more secure by finding, 
fixing, and enhancing the security of Cashloop, daily. Much of this happens during 
the development phase, but it includes tools and methods to protect our app once it 
is available to download.

Hundreds of tools are available to secure various elements of our application, from 
locking down coding changes to assessing inadvertent coding threats, evaluating 
encryption options and auditing permissions and access rights. We use specialized 
tools for the Cashloop app, the Cashloop server environment and multiple firewalls 
designed especially for our web applications such as the Merchant portal.

At Cashloop, we take security seriously. Every person, team, and organization using 
our service expects their data to be secure, available, and handled according to strict 
confidentiality and privacy principles at all times—and we understand how important 
this is. We have built our  business on the trust our customers place in our ability to 
safeguard their data, and continue to maintain that trust through our security and 
compliance initiatives and culture of continuous improvement.
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Key security features 
1. All data is stored in the Azure cloud server platform, located in Johannesburg, 
South Africa.

2. All servers (including the database and application server)  are firewall enabled. 3. 

3. Only defined ports are opened for application interaction.

4. Additional Azure security layer is also configured to allow access to defined ports 
only.

5. The Cashloop Application has been built on latest technology including Angular, 
.Net Web API, SQL Server 2019, Kotlin and Swift.

6. SSL will be configured so that HTTPS access can be enabled. All website access, 
web services access for mobile device happens on HTTPS, thus all interaction with 
Cashloop will be encrypted at the highest level.

7. No credit card data is be stored on our servers. The only information available will 
be the User/Merchant’s balance and transaction detail. Which will be store at secure 
database level.

8. The transfer of funds from your account to your digitial eWallet will only be 
processed through the OZOW secure payment gateway. For more information 
please scan the below QR code. 

9. The CashLoop database has been developed on the SQL Server and will be 
configured to use an alternative port numbers for network communication. This will 
help in mitigating most of the obvious requests.

10. All POPIA releated information is stored within our SQL Servers and will be 
encrypted with a SHA 256 (SHA2) encryption. 



Key security features continued...
11. All Passwords and log in’s have SHA 256 (SHA2) encryption.

12. All customer information including ewallet balance, transfer details and POPIA 
infromation will have restricted access. Only Cashloop senior security administrators 
will have access to said information, following approval from multiple stakeholders 
prior to access being granted. 

13. Server administrator do not have direct access to SQL tables. Only approved 
database administrators will have access to the database.

14. All Mobile communication will be authenticated using OAuth 2.0. OAuth 2.0 is an 
authorization framework. OAuth 2.0 delegates authorization to an authorization 
service via access tokens, rather than passing credentials between mobile and 
database server it’s accessing. This is the standard for global tech companies of 
whom all use OAuth 2.0 (Google, Facebook, Twitter, et al).

15. The CashLoop Web Application and Web Services will be using the following 
application level configuration for additional security measures:
- Packet filtering
- Restrictive file permission

16. Cashloop utilizes the URL Scan Internet Server Application Programming 
Interface (ISAPI) to filter and carefully control SQL Server privileges. We also 
continually review these different methods to provide security-in-depth for.NET 
applications.
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Key security features continued...
17. To prevent communication interception during transfers, Cashloop uses the latest 
Version of TLS v1.2 in the web API of both iOS and Android application. TLS v1.2 will 
aid in the restrictrion of SSL Poodle attacks.

18. Increased secuirty for directory indexing of API to prevent exposure.

19. The Cashloop app has implemented server-side parameter validation of data 
according to its type.

20. SQL Injection is restricted.

21. HTML Injection is restricted.

22. HTTP Trace method is be disabled.

23. Cross Side Scripting is disabled using HTTP Security Header implementation.

24. To ensure mobile app security and avoid reverse engineering of an Android 
application ProGuard tool is being used. ProGuard represents a Java class file 
shrinker, optimizer, obfuscator, and pre-verifier. App code can be de-obfuscated by 
which renames the classes, fields, and methods using short meaningless names 
which are of no use to an attackers.

25. No hardcoded credentials are stored on the users mobile or the Cashloop web 
application.

26. Cashloop does not store any sensitive data on the users device.

27. All Cashloop code is store in TFS and BitBucket and a regular backup of data has 
been configured to run constantly. 
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